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Many small businesses have shown incredible resilience and agility, 
both with the unexpected challenges of the pandemic and the recent 
price hikes brought on by the global energy crisis.  

Our research of small businesses across Great Britain has shown that 
inevitably they have had to put up their prices, with three quarters of 
those surveyed having done so since the start of the year.  We also 
know many are doing their very best in the ways they are managing 
their budgets to keep these price increases to a minimum. 

In this guide we look at some of the tools business owners are 
currently using to control their overheads, as well as providing cost 
saving advice.  With 69% of survey respondents considering ways 
to make their businesses more sustainable, we’ve also explored 
ways a business can reduce its carbon footprint and become more 
environmentally friendly.

Introduction
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Helping to save costs while 
saving the planet
When it comes to costs, even making small changes can help save 
you money - and they’re good for the planet too. We asked small 
businesses across Great Britain what green initiatives they had 
implemented, or would consider adopting, to help them manage  
their bottom line.
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Turning off appliances when not in use

Reducing the amount of energy used

Switching to LED lightbulbs

Recycling old IT equipment

Reducing travel to meetings/has more video calls

Installing solar panels

Reducing packaging

Turning down thermostat
 
Using more local suppliers to reduce transport costs

Buying energy efficient appliances

                                        43%

                                        39%

                                        37%

                                        28%

                                        27%

                                        24%

                                        24%

                                        23%

                                        19%

                                        19%



Managing 
costs
Three quarters of small business owners said they have raised their 
prices since the start of the year, the main reasons being increases in 
the price of fuel (47%), raw materials and supplies (44%) and energy 
bills (41%).  

Here are some of the ways small business owners we polled have 
considered in order to reduce their monthly outgoings:
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Keeping closer track of their monthly energy bills

Monitoring their energy usage more closely

Not hiring more staff

Shopping around for cheaper insurance

Working unpaid hours

Avoided purchasing any new IT software

Not purchasing any new office equipment/ supplies

Avoided purchasing any new IT hardware

Reduced marketing budgets

Doing fewer company vehicle journeys  
to reduce fuel costs

                                        33%

                                        30%

                                        28%

                                        27%

                                        26%

                                        21%

                                        21%

                                        21%

                                        20%

                                        19%
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Smart Energy GB’s recent research has shown small business 
owners are concerned about how rising costs might affect their 
business, with 35% saying uncertainty around this is the most 
challenging issue they are currently facing.

Here are a few easy steps you can take to help with your 
financial planning:

1. Forecast cash flow: To save money, you first need to 
know when it’s going out and coming in. While there’s some 
sophisticated cash flow software out there, sitting down with a 
simple spreadsheet to plot different financial scenarios can be 
just as effective.

2. Shop around: If you have costs coming up for renewal, take 
the time to search for deals. You may find discounts through 
business price comparison sites, partners and member bodies, 
or even referral schemes offered by other small businesses.

The cost of living 
crisis is a major 
concern for many 
small business 
owners. These  
six tips could  
help you save 
money today” 

Tim Adler,  
Editor, 
SmallBusiness

“

Cost saving tips from

Soaring energy bills, inflation and wage demands are putting every 
small business owner under pressure. Here are six easy wins to help 
your business save money.
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3. Negotiate openly: If you are really 
struggling, don’t suffer in silence. Open up a 
conversation with everyone you can to see 
if it’s possible to arrange discounts, or more 
manageable payment terms. Speak to your 
accountant, or HMRC to see what other advice 
they can offer. 

4. Find support groups: Many business 
schools offer free support through their 
networks, particularly those belonging to the 
Small Business Charter. There are also regular, 
free online events through Small Business 
Britain’s Facebook channels.

5. Invest in IT: Modern technology is far 
more efficient than the desktops, servers and 
laptops on sale just a few years ago. Make sure 
energy performance is at the heart of your 
buying decisions and, of course, don’t forget 
to recycle your old equipment every time you 
upgrade.

6. Communicate effectively: Sometimes 
it just takes a few small nudges to change 
people’s behaviour. By encouraging your staff 
to switch off devices when they are not in 
use, for example, you’ll remind them that it’s 
possible to save money as well as be kinder to 
the planet.
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Great Britain’s energy 
system is being upgraded
We are living in an increasingly digitised world, which will see the 
introduction of more innovative technologies, as heat and transport 
are electrified.  

Demand for electricity in Great Britain is predicted to nearly double 
by 2050 (1), at the same time as we reduce our reliance on expensive 
fossil fuels, and increase our use of cheaper, renewable energy.  
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Handling this increase in demand  
Great Britain’s energy infrastructure is being 
upgraded, the scale of which is the most 
ambitious, and complex, our generation has 
seen. Our future energy system will be smart, 
resilient and flexible - and have smart meters 
at its heart.

A smart, flexible energy system  
This is a system which uses digital technology 
to help understand when, and how, customers 
across Great Britain use energy, which will 
enable us to buy, store and consume energy 
differently to the way we do today.   

Storing and consuming energy  
For example, it will enable more of us to have 
batteries which will store cheaper, greener 
energy produced on windy and sunny days, 
which can be kept for use when there isn’t an 
abundance of wind and sun. There is even 
the potential for electric vehicles to charge up 
at cheaper times of the day, and function as 
additional batteries to store and release power 
when it is needed.

Smart meters playing an important role 
Smart meters record energy consumption 
in near-real time, so are able to gather the 
information the energy suppliers need to 
supply the right amount of power, at the right 
time, to meet customer demand and integrate 
more renewable energy sources, such as wind 
and sun, into the system.  

Reducing our reliance on expensive  
fossil fuels 
Increasing our use of cheaper, greener 
renewable energy sources will make us less 
reliant on expensive fossil fuels. Using more 
domestically-produced renewable energy 
sources will both help Great Britain to reach its 
net zero targets - and protect its energy supply 
from price volatility in the global  
energy market.

We have gone from typewriters to laptops, 
cash to contactless payments, and from  
wind-up watches to smart phones and 
TVs. We have the flexibility to shop or 
bank at midnight if we choose to. Energy 
use should be no different - it needs to be 
flexible and smart too!

Costs, Energy & Going Green
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Smart meters and their 
benefits
Smart meters are replacing traditional gas and electricity meters 
and are being installed in homes and small businesses across 
Great Britain. When you’re focusing on keeping a business running 
smoothly, anything that helps make the day-to-day challenges a bit 
easier can be a welcome relief. The benefits smart meters bring can 
be a great help for small businesses owners. 

Costs, Energy & Going Green

Save time 
Meter readings are sent directly, and securely, to 
energy suppliers, so you can wave goodbye to manual 
meter readings. This means less admin for you and 
more time to focus on other areas of your business.  

Save money 
Smart meters track energy use in near-real time and 
can give businesses access to information on how 
much they’re spending at that moment and historically. 
It’s a simple but effective tool to help take control over 
your business’ energy use now and in the future.
 

Provide accurate billing 
Smart meters put an end to estimated 
bills. This means you know exactly 
how much your energy is costing and 
you are only paying for the energy you 
actually use - which can be helpful 
when budgeting and managing your 
cash flow.

Installations are happening now 
and normally take about two hours. 
Your engineer will need to turn off 
your electricity and/or gas supply to 
complete the installation.  Installations 
can be booked in advance, to ensure 
minimal disruption to your normal 
working day.     

The good news is that over half of 
all meters are now smart meters!  
Contact your energy supplier to find 
out more about getting one installed 
for your business. 
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1. Customers and suppliers: Customers and 
suppliers are increasingly demanding more 
from the businesses they engage with when 
it comes to sustainability. Adopting carbon 
reduction practices and sharing your journey 
with your stakeholders can really enhance 
your business reputation and appeal to more 
customers. 

2. Employees: More and more people are 
seeking organisations to work for that can 
demonstrate environmental and social care.  
Millennials will make up 75% of the global 
work force by 2025(¹) and in a recent global 
survey (²) this group overwhelmingly want to 
see businesses ‘balance profit with protecting 
the planet and helping to solve society’s most 
challenging problems’. This might not be an 
immediate issue, but having the luxury of time 
to plan and adapt is valuable.

3. Policies: For Great Britain to reach its 
Net Zero targets by 2050, every home and 

business will need to act. This means that small 
businesses will increasingly have to adopt 
to, or meet, new policies relating to climate 
change and targets. Investing a little time 
each month auditing and understanding your 
businesses’ carbon use, waste and sourcing 
options will mean you are well prepared ahead 
of future policy changes.

4. Be a Leader: Getting ahead of requirements 
from policy, supply chain, consumers or 
employees will help avoid future legal and 
financial difficulties. Being a business that is 
leading inevitable change will also offer a great 
competitive advantage!

Overall, caring for people and the planet 
is a great thing to do and makes good 
business sense too!

Illana Adamson is a sustainability business 
advisor, keynote speaker and founder/CEO of 
Be Better Sustainability.

The world is going greener, and environmental concerns are 
increasingly influencing business responsibilities. As pressure mounts 
from various stakeholder groups (government, consumers, staff,  
and supply chain) reducing carbon is fast shifting from a ‘nice thing’  
to do for the planet, to being vital for a business’ bottom line.  

Here are four reasons to use this as an opportunity to demonstrate 
your carbon credentials and reduce overheads:

Why it’s good to  
reduce your carbon  
by Illana Adamson
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1. Talk: One of the most important things you can do for 
climate change is to talk about it! We learn far better from our 
peers so normalising ‘climate chat’ with friends, colleagues, 
or customers will create a momentum (and loyalty for your 
business too). Use your website, a corkboard, or conversations 
at the till to share what you are doing for climate and ask your 
customers for ideas and tips too. 

2. Recycle: A prominent recycling station is one of the easiest 
ways to show your organisations sustainability credentials to 
staff, customers, and suppliers.  
 
It is also a great way to foster a sustainable culture. In this 
vein, extend your thinking on recycling to other areas of your 
business - can you buy preloved office furniture for instance? 

3. Source: Look to work with suppliers that are committed to 
demonstrating their care for people and planet. We are fast 
moving into a space where customers want to spend their 
money where it will make a difference.   

Creating a network of local suppliers is a great way to create 
an atmosphere for change. One idea is to create a high street 
‘Green Team’ to understand how businesses can support each 
other. One success story saw the delivery boxes from one 
company becoming the packaging filler for another mail order 
business – the only investment was a cardboard shredder. 

In a recent global report about climate change, by Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the tone was more urgent for the 
world to make considerable changes to global carbon use. It stated 
that emissions must peak by 2025 at the latest. This requires a total 
carbon reduction of 43% by 2030 - so every action now counts. 

Here are five positive steps your business can take:

Top tips for  
reducing carbon  
by Illana Adamson
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4. Reduce: Move away from fossil fuel transportation as much 
as you can to reduce your transport footprint: try to shift 
to online meetings, shared lifts, and public transport where 
possible. It takes a little more planning, but it can really make a 
difference.  

If you are in the market for a new mode of transport, an Electric 
Vehicle (EVs) might be worth investigating. More people are 
adopting EVs in the run up to the ban on petrol and diesel cars 
from 2030.

5. Look at Habits: So many of the things we do in our work 
life become habits. When looking to reduce negative carbon 
impact taking stock of everyday actions is a hugely valuable 
audit process. For instance: 

•  Could you have a paperless workplace?  
•  Is natural daylight comfortable enough to work without 

turning lights on? 
•  Are the windows open when the heating is on?
•  Do you leave appliances on when you are closed?
•  Could you switch your bulbs to LEDs?
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What is your best cost saving tip?
For a shop like ours buying in the biggest quantities we can 
afford, as buying in bulk enables us to take advantage of 
supplier discounts.  

Why are you getting a smart meter?
We have requested a smart meter to help us continue to grow 
in the future. It will help us keep better track of our energy 
usage and better understand how much energy we are using, 
so we can see if we can reduce our energy consumption, and 
save money. 

Do you have any tips on saving energy?
When you are setting up, if you can afford to do so, I would 
recommend investing in as many energy-efficient appliances 
as you can. They can be more expensive to begin with, but you 
get the long-term benefits in that they are cheaper to run and 
also last longer. It’s important to us to be smart with energy, so 
having things like LED lights keep our energy bills lower. 

If you were starting again now, what would you do 
differently?
There’s not much I would change apart from our strategy  
to bulk buy. When we started out, we tended to buy in  
small quantities as we thought that was better for our cash 
flow, but it was a false economy, as unit prices were higher.

Kilo is a zero waste shop that sources and sell products in bulk or 
without disposable packaging and, where possible, is sourced from 
local producers or fairtrade suppliers. 

An Interview With… 
Jordan Perata, founder, 
Kilo, London
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What is the best piece of advice you would like to share?
As a small business it is really important to be consistent. Check 
your opening hours are listed correctly online and keep to 
them, and if you have a quiet couple of hours, don’t be tempted 
to close early! It’s important that your customers know what to 
expect and that you are there when you say you will be. Also, 
having the same staff is a great benefit, as it helps us get to 
know our customers and it helps them get to know us too.
There are always highs and lows and it takes a lot of hard  
work to be successful, but things do fall into place and you  
find a formula that works for you.

How important is sustainability to your business?
Sustainability is the number one most important thing. As  
a zero waste shop, it’s at the centre of everything we do  
and is the main draw for our customers who are themselves 
trying to live more sustainably. Our shop runs on renewable 
resources - we have to do as much as we can to practice  
what we preach! 
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Biodegradable: This means that an item is a living organism 
and can therefore be broken down by natural processes such 
as: bacteria, fungi or microbes, and then be reabsorbed by the 
surrounding environment. Some materials may biodegrade 
only with specific circumstances such as heat. In this instance 
more detail must be available to ensure consumers understand 
and that biodegradable products don’t just end up  
in landfill.  

Carbon Footprint: This is the total amount of greenhouse 
gases (including carbon dioxide and methane) that are 
generated by our actions. Everyday activities such as shopping, 
eating, heating buildings, and travelling create greenhouse 
gases and contribute to our carbon footprint.   

There are lots of Carbon Footprint Calculators online that 
can help understand the carbon used in each activity. It is an 
interesting process to show the things that contribute the most 
to our footprint and helps to visualise a way to reduce it.

Carbon Offsetting: This is the process of planting trees or 
investing in renewable energy solutions, amongst others, to 
counter the carbon emissions produced. 
  
‘Offsetting’ can, however, cause confusion. Trees are a good 
example; the saplings being planted to offset today’s carbon 
won’t be mature enough to store carbon for approximately 15 
years. So, whilst saplings will have great long-term benefits, 
they don’t mitigate the carbon released now.

Sustainability  
Terms 
In our day to day lives, issues around climate change and 
sustainability are being discussed more frequently. Along with  
this has come a whole new world of terms and phrases.   
 
Here are a few to start with:
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Greenhouse Gases: These are released by human activity and 
impact climate change. These gases such as: carbon dioxide 
(CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) trap heat in the 
Earth’s atmosphere and contribute to global warming. 

Greenwashing: This is a statement about a product or service 
that makes it sound as though an organisation is doing more 
to reduce their impact on the environment than they are. 
Greenwashing misleads consumers by exaggerating or not 
including all the relevant information. Without more detailed 
information, phrases such as “organic”, “better for the planet” 
or “biodegradable” could now fall foul of the new legal 
guidance by the Competitions and Markets Authority.(1)

Microplastics: These are tiny pieces of plastic that are smaller 
than 5 millimetres in size. They can enter the environment from 
several human activities. Microplastics have been found in fish 
and other animals and they can cause physical harm to small 
creatures in a variety of ways.

Some examples of how microplastics enter the environment: 
•  Large pieces of plastic waste in the environment breaking 

down over time
•  Car tyres fragments as they wear down
•  Released via the washing of synthetic clothing 

Stakeholders: These comprise all of the individuals that are 
affected by a company’s activities: customers, shareholders, 
employees, suppliers, governing bodies and communities.  
As climate change becomes a leading concern the ways 
that companies embed sustainability can impact the various 
stakeholder groups in a variety of positive ways.  In this vein, 
understanding what different stakeholder groups care about is 
of increasing value in strategic planning.

The Sustainable Development Goals: These provide a 
blueprint for a better and more sustainable future for all. 
Designed as a global framework by the United Nations in 2015, 
the 17 goals address the global challenges we face, including 
poverty, inequality, climate change, environmental degradation, 
peace, and justice. They are increasingly used by organisations 
to signal their care and commitment to planetary health. 

Compiled by Illana Adamson.
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Statistics 
OnePoll survey for Smart Energy GB of 513 small to medium 
sized businesses (2-249 employees), 28/06/22-02/07/22.  

About Smart Energy GB 
Smart Energy GB is the not-for-profit, government-backed 
campaign helping everyone in Britain to understand the 
importance of smart meters and their benefits to people and 
the environment.

Our national campaign is reaching homes and small businesses 
across England, Scotland and Wales. 

For more information visit smartenergyGB.org

About Smart Energy GB  
and this report
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